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Abstract
Despite the ubiquitous level of mobile and fixed broadband (FB) connectivity that exists
for many people today, the availability of high quality FB services in rural communities is
generally much lower than in urban communities, which has led to a digital divide. At the
same time, rural communities in Canada have a high level of 4G LTE coverage and the
mobile digital divide between urban and rural communities is much smaller compared to the
FB divide. Traditionally, FB and mobile services were offered over separate technologies
by different operators, and evolved separately from one another. However, recently, a
convergence between mobile and FB has started to emerge via 4G Fixed Wireless Access
(FWA), which has made it possible to take advantage of the high level of cellular coverage
in rural communities to offer (limited) FB at lower costs than traditional wired FB.
To bridge the digital divide, rural FWA must be able to provide the same end-to-
end experience as urban FB. In in this regard, 4G FWA has been inadequate; however,
the recent emergence of 5G, which brings new spectrum, a more efficient radio interface,
and multi-user massive MIMO, can make a difference. In the first half of this thesis we
outline a vision for how 5G could fix the rural connectivity gap by truly enabling FWA
in rural regions. We examine new and upcoming improvements to each area of the 5G
network architecture and how they can benefit rural users. Despite those advancements, 5G
operators will face a number of challenges in planning and operating rural FWA networks.
Therefore, we also draw attention to a number of open research challenges that will need
to be addressed.
In the latter half of this thesis, we study the planning of a rural 5G multi-user massive
MIMO FWA TDD system to offer fixed broadband service to homes. Specifically, we aim
to determine the user limit, i.e., the maximum number of homes that can simultaneously
receive a target minimum bit rate (MBR) on the downlink (DL) and a target MBR on
the uplink (UL) given a set of network resources (e.g., bandwidth, power, antennas) and
given a radius. To attain that limit, we must understand how resources should be shared
between the DL and UL and how user selection (as well as stream selection since both the
base-station (BS) and the homes are multi-antenna), precoding and combining, and power
distribution should be performed. To simplify the problem, we use block diagonalization
and propose a static user grouping strategy that organizes homes into fixed groups in the
DL and UL (we use different groups for the two directions); then we develop a simple
process to find the user limit by determining the amount of resources required to give
groups the MBRs. We study the impact of group sizes and show that smaller groups use
more streams and enable more homes to receive the MBRs when using a 3.5 GHz band. We
then show how the user limit at different cell radii is impacted by the system bandwidth,
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the number of antennas at the BS and homes, the BS power, and the DL and UL MBRs.
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Global connectivity is at an all time high, and more users than ever before are participating
in the online ecosystem through mobile and fixed broadband (FB) connections. Despite
this exciting phenomenon, opportunities to access the online world are not shared equally
among the global population. Socioeconomic, political, and geographic factors all play
roles in determining the extent to which one can be an online participant [1]. The resultant
digital divide creates a social disparity between those who have reliable access to online
content and can take advantage of all that the Internet has to offer and those who do not
and miss out on those opportunities [2].
Even in developed countries such as Canada, the FB experience of rural users contin-
ues to lag behind urban users.1 Figure 1.1 shows the latest data on the availability of
different downlink (DL) FB data rates in urban and rural communities in Canada [3]. The
availability of high rate FB is sharply divided between urban and rural areas. In 2016,
the Government of Canada established a country-wide universal service objective of 50
Mbps in the DL and 10 Mbps in the uplink (UL) with no limits on total data transfer [4],
but today less than 50% of Canadians in rural communities are able to access that type
of service at home. The issue is even more stark when viewed across Canada’s provinces
and territories (Table 1.1). In particular, no home in any of Canada’s territories is able to
1The distinctions between urban and rural are somewhat subjective. We will follow the definition of
rural used by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), which defines
rural as communities with populations less than 1000 people or with population densities less than several
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Figure 1.1: Canada fixed broadband availability in 2019 [3]. 50/10/unlimited refers to
data rates of 50 Mbps in the downlink and 10 Mbps in the uplink with no limit on the
total data transferred. Data for other rates is availabile in the downlink only.
access a connection meeting the universal service objective. Moreover, this data does not
reflect the true uptake of a service, but instead the availability of a connection that could
provide access to those rates to one willing to pay for the service. Hence, the true number
of Canadians failing to meet the universal service standard is even lower than presented.
A key factor for the fixed broadband divide can be attributed to the prohibitive costs
to build and operate network infrastructure over large areas relative to the smaller number
of users [1]. Hence, the ability to keep rural communities well-connected using traditional
wired FB technologies, such as DSL, cable, or fiber, is much costlier on a per-user basis than
in urban areas. These heightened costs often translate to network infrastructure that is
out-of-date or has under-provisioned capacity. Combined, these factors lead to a degraded
quality of experience (QoE) compared to urban communities and limit the extent that
2
Province/Territory
50/10/unlimited FB availability LTE availability
Urban areas Rural areas Difference Urban areas Rural areas Difference
British Columbia 98.6 62.5 36.1 99.9 94.4 5.5
Alberta 97.8 33.2 64.6 99.9 98.9 1
Saskatchewan 96.2 23.9 72.3 99.9 99.4 0.5
Manitoba 93.2 14.4 78.8 99.7 89.1 10.6
Ontario 97.6 30.5 67.1 99.9 98.8 1.1
Quebec 98.3 65.2 33.1 99.9 98.1 1.8
New Brunswick 99.7 63.6 36.1 99.9 98.9 1
Nova Scotia 99.3 52.4 46.9 99.9 99.1 0.8
Prince Edward Island 100 33.3 66.7 99.9 99.9 0
Newfoundland and Labrador 95.4 49.6 45.8 99.9 89.9 10
Yukon 0 0 0 99.9 86.8 13.1
Northwest Territories 0 0 0 99.9 84.4 15.5
Nunavut 0 0 0 99.9 99.6 0.3
Table 1.1: Percent of rural households in each province and territory where 50/10/unlimited
FB service is available and LTE coverage is available [3].
rural homes and businesses can participate in the online ecosystem. In the future these
limitations will also restrict the possibility for rural industries to take advantage of emerging
technologies, such as the internet of things (IoT).
The Government and other advocacy groups recognize the challenges faced by rural
users and have formulated policies to attempt to bridge the digital divide in these commu-
nities. Historically, these policies have laid the primary responsibility on network operators
by mandating network investment in rural locations and specifying minimum service re-
quirements. Often it has been assumed that business cases could motivate such investment,
but, in recognition of the prohibitive costs, the Government of Canada has also provided
large subsidies to operators. In spite of these subsidies, the cost to build robust networks
at scale remains high, especially for wired FB services. Therefore, a significant portion of
rural Canada remains poorly connected at home. Indeed, as recently as 2019, over 25%
of rural households in Canada had no ability to access wired Internet connections at all,
and were solely dependent on some form of fixed wireless technology (e.g., satellite, 802.11
point-to-point, 4G fixed wireless access) to get online [3].
Focusing now on wireless, it is interesting to note that mobile network operators
(MNOs) have made significant investments in rural communities in Canada, and today,
over 95% of rural households2 nationally have 4G LTE coverage [3]. Table 1.1 shows the
regional breakdown of urban vs. rural LTE availability.
2The CRTC measures rural LTE coverage with respect to the percentage of households that have LTE
coverage.
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Thus, in general, the mobile broadband divide between urban and rural communities is
significantly smaller than the FB divide.
Historically, fixed and mobile broadband communications were provided by separate
technologies, different providers, and evolved differently from one another. However, re-
cently, the high level of cellular coverage has begun to lead to a convergence between mobile
and FB services with fixed wireless access (FWA) being offered to provide FB using cellular
infrastructure. This makes the infrastructure “multi-service”, i.e. offering mobile and FB,
which creates a host of new challenges that are the focus of this thesis.
In cellular FWA, rural homes or businesses are equipped with roof mounted, high
gain antennas (Figure 1.2). An MNO can assist with the installation of the antenna to
achieve line of sight (LOS) to the best base station (BS). Connected to each antenna is a
modem with a SIM card (in this sense, each home or business is a user equipment (UE)
associated with one cellular FWA subscription), which provides FB services to users within
the premises.
FB services differ from the types of services typically offered in mobile networks. In
particular, IPTV is often a major component of FB, and since screens used for video
streaming are much larger at home, the data rate requirements are high. In addition,
small businesses (and possibly homes) might host servers, putting more pressure on the
uplink. Typically, a minimum bit rate (MBR) would need to be offered to each subscribing
home on both the DL and the UL as is loosely the case with other wired FB technologies;
however, MBR requirements have not historically been present in mobile services.
Despite its strength as a mobile service, 4G is limited in what it can offer as a household
FB service. Indeed, the existing availability of bandwidth and relatively simple MIMO and
beamforming capabilities of 4G could make it difficult to serve very many FB users con-
currently and could limit their bit rates (relative to newer wireline technologies) especially
at the cell edge. Thus, despite the fact that 4G service is nearly omni-present in rural
communities, 4G FWA is incapable of solving the rural digital divide.
On the other hand, the recent emergence of 5G brings enhanced broadband capabilities.
5G has new mid-range and mmWave bands, and can allocate much larger bandwidths to
users on new or existing bands (up to five times the bandwidth of LTE for low-to-mid
range bands and twenty times the bandwidth for mmWave bands [5–7]). Moreover, 5G has
multi-user massive MIMO (MU-MIMO) and more sophisticated beamforming techniques
that enable channels to be used more efficiently than LTE. Therefore, given the already
extensive cellular coverage in rural communities, the connectivity gap between rural and
urban FB users could be narrowed significantly by deploying 5G at existing rural 4G sites









Figure 1.2: Rural Fixed Wireless Access
brings advancements to the backhaul, network edge, and core network that could make it
a viable technology for providing robust connections to fixed, mobile, and IoT devices in
rural areas.
Note that 5G FWA has already started being offered in urban areas using mmWave
technology [8]. This has enabled users to combine their services and subscriptions in new
ways, e.g., by bundling mobile plans together with home services. Hence, 5G FWA will not
only improve the rural QoE, but is also likely to provide rural users with better contracts
and service options.3 Nonetheless, rural FWA has different challenges than urban FWA
due to the relative scarcity of network resources and lower density of users, and will most
likely use different bands (e.g., mid-bands) to cater to different requirements, including
3The reality is that 5G FWA will also improve the urban FB experience, and it is possible that the
difference in data rates available to urban and rural households will persist. This is why we define the





In this thesis, we study how 5G FWA could solve the FB digital divide problem in rural
communities.
In Chapter 2 we present 5G FWA in detail and outline many new advancements that
5G brings compared to earlier cellular technologies. We describe how these advancements
could effectively enable cellular FWA in rural communities so as to narrow the urban-rural
digital divide. In our review of these advancements, we focus on each section of the 5G
network: the access, backhaul, network edge and core network. These advancements bring
exciting opportunities for rural FWA users; however, MNOs providing this service to rural
communities also face many new challenges. Hence, the second focus of the chapter is to
discuss many of the open challenges that arise when considering how 5G MNOs can plan
and operate their networks for FWA customers.
In Chapter 3 we study how MNOs can plan rural 5G MU-MIMO networks to provide
MBR services to rural FWA homes jointly in the DL and UL. Specifically, we answer the
following research questions: RQ1: Given a set of network resources, what is the user limit,
i.e., the maximum number of homes that can simultaneously receive a target DL MBR and
target UL MBR (or better)? RQ2: How should a network be configured to obtain such
user limits? How should resources be shared between the DL and UL and how should
users be selected? To answer these questions, we propose a static user grouping strategy
that organizes homes into fixed groups and allocates an equal share of resources to each
group. Under the static grouping strategy, we develop a simple process to determine the
user limit by decoupling the DL and UL problems and determining the minimum number
of resources required to give a group of users the MBR. We first study how DL and UL
group sizes impact performance and show that smaller group sizes enable more streams to
be used and a larger total number of users to be given the MBRs. Using the simplified
planning process we developed, we then show how the user limit at different cell radii is
impacted by the following: the system bandwidth, the number of antennas at the BS and
homes, the BS transmit power, and the DL and UL MBRs. Finally, we show how these
results can also provide insight into how the network should be operated when the number
of active homes is less than the user limit.
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1.3 Outline
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we provide an overview
of the new enhancements in 5G that are most likely to help narrow the rural digital divide;
then we discuss a number of open research challenges that remain to be addressed in
FWA-oriented rural 5G networks. Chapter 3 studies a problem introduced in the previous
chapter of planning a 5G FWA network to provide MBRs jointly in the downlink and
uplink. The chapter also provides some initial insight into how a 5G network could be
operated to provide MBR services to FWA homes. In Chapter 4 we conclude the thesis
and discuss some future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Can 5G Fix the Rural Connectivity
Gap?
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, mobile and FB have historically been provided
through different technologies, with mobile services coming through cellular technologies
and FB coming from wired technologies. However, the convergence between mobile and FB
created by FWA results in a cost-effective alternative to wired FB in rural communities.
To date, initial 4G-based FWA deployments have not been able to sufficiently narrow the
rural-urban FB digital divide. In this chapter, we argue that the emergence of 5G can
significantly narrow that gap through 5G FWA, and 5G could further enable the adoption
of IoT in rural industries. Indeed, 5G brings advancements to the access, backhaul and
network edge that will make it a viable technology for fixed, mobile, and IoT applications
in the rural context; so much so that it is anticipated that Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs) could dominate the rural Internet market in the future. One objective of this
chapter is to present 5G FWA in detail and outline the 5G advancements that will benefit
FB users in rural areas (the other services are only mentioned briefly), focusing on each of
the access, backhaul and network edge.
So far, most work on 5G FWA has focused on the use of mmWave spectrum, largely in
urban areas [8–10]. However, rural FWA has different challenges and opportunities than
urban FWA. In mobile contexts, the challenge was typically to provide capacity in urban
environments and coverage in rural ones. However, MNOs offering FWA to rural areas will
face both coverage and capacity challenges since they need to be able to provide MBRs to
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homes on both the DL and the UL. On one hand, rural FWA is expected to be LOS, where
the MNO installs a roof-mounted array of antennas at each home and points it directly at
the BS, and rural sites have much lower inter-cell interference. Rural FWA will also serve
a lower density of spread out homes, which is an ideal environment for MU-MIMO [11,12].
On the other hand, rural channels have fewer multipath components that can be exploited,
and it remains unclear how useful mmWave will be for rural FWA given its propagation
characteristics. Some claim that rural 5G FWA could use mmWave [8,13,14], but there are
limitations to these works: [8] states the assumption without verification, [13] only verifies
it in a suburban context, and [14] finds that mmWave cannot practically provide FWA
service beyond a 1500 m cell radius, which might be too limited a distance in practice.
We focus on the use of mid-band FWA, which has less bandwidth than mmWave, but
can provide larger coverage distances. Others suggest that mid-band spectrum, such as 3.5
GHz, will be widely adopted for rural FWA [15,16]. What is clear is that rural FWA creates
exciting opportunities and new challenges for MNOs. The second goal of this chapter is to
highlight the open challenges and questions MNOs would face in planning and operating
a rural converged 5G network.
We structure the remainder of this chapter as follows: First we describe the relevance
of 5G to the rural digital divide problem in Section 2.2. Focusing on each section of the
network, we describe the improvements brought by 5G that are most likely to help address
rural connectivity challenges, specifically in the context of FWA. Next, in Section 2.3 we
examine a number of open challenges to bridging the rural digital divide through 5G FWA,
focusing on network planning and operation of multi-user massive MIMO FWA networks,
challenges in the backhaul, and coexistence with other legacy technologies and MNOs. The
chapter is concluded in Section 2.4.
2.2 How 5G Can Help the Rural Digital Divide
5G builds upon decades of past work on earlier generations of cellular communications
and brings vast improvements to data rates, latency, mobility management and energy
efficiency. At the same time, 5G revolutionizes cellular technology in that it no longer aims
to be a service catered to personal mobile communications only. Indeed, 5G is intended to
offer diverse types of services with different requirements. The service types are broadly
classified as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type communications
(mMTC), and ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) [17].
eMBB is the natural evolution of mobile broadband from the 4G era, providing en-







Figure 2.1: 5G network architecture
compasses more than smartphone technology and includes the FWA services we focus on
in this thesis. Before 5G, cellular has not been a viable technology for providing consistent
high-rate services, such as IPTV at scale. However, due to the enhanced data rates that
will be made possible with 5G eMBB, we can envision a large-scale convergence of cellular
and fixed access for the first time.
mMTC enables the connectivity of massive numbers of low-cost, highly energy-efficient
IoT devices, such as industrial sensors. URLLC applies to contexts with unprecedented la-
tency and reliability targets, such as vehicle communications, remote medical applications,
and some industrial applications. In the rural context, mMTC will enable the adoption
of IoT in rural industries while URLLC may drastically change how medical care can be
provided to rural communities that lack on-site medical specialists.
To meet the stringent requirements for each service type, 5G brings improvements to
every area of the network architecture illustrated in Figure 2.1, including the radio access
network (RAN), the 5G core network (5GC), which provides end user functionality for
mobility, billing, and other services and which is a gateway to external networks, the
backhaul that interconnects the RAN and 5GC, and the so-called network edge, which
enables data, applications and other specialized network functions closer to end users,
somewhere between the 5GC and RAN, in order to improve QoE.
The shift toward FB services through FWA will require 5G MNOs to provide a well-
managed, end-to-end service. Hence, the advancements in each area of the network will
be critical to making 5G FWA a success in rural regions. We now describe how these
improvements will help solve the rural digital divide problem.
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2.2.1 Access
Advances in (multi-user) MIMO and beamforming technologies, a new radio air interface
5G NR [18] and the availability of new parts of the wireless spectrum enable the offering
of significantly higher data rates to a significantly higher number of users per cell.
One of the key advancements in 5G is multi-user massive MIMO (MU-MIMO), which
has the potential to provide a tenfold increase in system capacity over single-user MIMO
used in 4G [19]. In massive MU-MIMO, BSs equipped with large numbers of antennas (10s
to 100s) can transmit to or receive from multiple users in the same resource block [19].
This multi-user transmission is enabled by the combined gains from spatial multiplexing,
improved signal energy from antenna beamforming, and reduced interference due to pre-
coding at the transmitters and combining at the receivers. Together, these benefits give
rise to a much higher Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) and hence better
rates, particularly for cell edge users. 5G MU-MIMO is therefore essential for the rural
FB context since high rates and good coverage are both needed. MU-MIMO is especially
well-suited for the rural FWA scenario given that homes are non-mobile and likely to be
well-separated from one another, which is advantageous for beamforming [11, 12]. The
benefits of MU-MIMO come at the cost of increased complexity, however, which influences
how effective the technology will be in the FWA context.
The 5G New Radio (NR) interface is designed to be flexible and efficient to meet varying
network environments and diverse requirements of eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC users. To
this end, 5G NR enables operators to configure different channel frame structures depending
on the need [17,18]. The NR radio frame supports various subcarrier spacings, giving rise
to different OFDM symbol durations. This enables shorter time-slot durations, which will
enable shorter transmission time intervals and, hence, lower latency transmissions. This
flexibility is also necessary for 5G to support mid-bands and new mmWave bands, which
have very different Doppler characteristics.
Historically, frequency division duplex (FDD) bands were dominant in LTE, which
assigned equal bandwidth to the DL and UL. With 5G, however, time division duplex
(TDD) is generally expected to be the main duplex technology as the majority of the new
bands supported by 5G will be TDD bands (both mmWave and mid-bands, such as 2.4
GHz and 3.5 GHz). In general, TDD provides more flexibility than FDD since the share of
time resources between the DL and UL need not be equal. This makes TDD better-suited
for asymmetric, DL-heavy services, such as FB.
NR TDD has multiple strengths over FDD (NR or LTE) and LTE TDD. NR TDD
supports user bandwidths up to 100 MHz for sub-6 GHz bands and up to 400 MHz for
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mmWave bands [6, 7]. For comparison, most NR FDD bands support a maximum band-
width of 20 MHz (although some allow up to 50 MHz) [6], while LTE (TDD or FDD)
only supported a bandwidth up to 20 MHz. NR TDD also has much greater flexibility
than LTE TDD. In LTE the TDD configuration (i.e. the ratio of time-slots given to the
DL vs. the UL) was static (or at least semi-static) and needed to be coordinated between
neighbouring cells to prevent interference. However, in 5G, TDD configurations can change
from slot-to-slot [20] and there is no hard requirement to use the same configurations be-
tween neighbouring cells (though there is ongoing work on how effectively the resulting
interference would be managed [21, 22]). This flexibility is designed to make it possible
for operators to serve diverse and sometimes conflicting user requirements, e.g. DL-heavy
FB vs. UL-heavy IoT applications. In a FB scenario it also means that an operator could
dynamically adjust the time configuration to maximize the quality of experience (QoE)
given to each home.
5G has access to an abundance of new spectrum [17]. Most notable are the mmWave
bands; however, given its propagation characteristics, it is unclear how well mmWave will
benefit rural users. Nonetheless, the new sub-6 GHz bands (i.e., mid-bands) that have
been made available seem well-suited for the rural context. Beginning with Release 16 of
5G, access to unlicensed spectrum is also made possible [23]. Although proper interference
coordination is required for unlicensed access, it is anticipated that this coordination will
be easier to manage in sparse regions with fewer interference sources; hence, unlicensed
spectrum may be highly beneficial in rural regions.
Aside from newly available spectrum, MNOs might also have access to the portion of
their regular bands that they are not using in rural regions. Typically, this has been because
the extra capacity was not needed in these regions. In this case, the bands can be readily
deployed to add capacity to rural sites for FWA. In other cases, some higher-frequency,
sub-6 GHz bands have been unused in rural regions because of their poor characteristics for
mobile communications. However, these bands might be useful for FWA since FWA homes
will have roof-mounted, high gain and high transmit power antennas that can handle these
bands more effectively than mobile devices.
2.2.2 Backhaul
The backhaul has a direct impact on the performance of the RAN and therefore on QoE
given to end users. In fact, unless the capacity of the backhaul is scaled up to accommodate
the RAN, efforts spent increasing capacity in the RAN with MU-MIMO, 5G NR, and new
bands will be wasted. In rural areas, backhaul has usually been provided using microwave
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point-to-point (MWP2P) technology [24], which is a cost-effective solution for providing
low-to-mid data-rates over long distance hops. To increase the capacity of the backhaul,
similar approaches (e.g., MIMO, new bands) as those presented above for the RAN can be
used.
Starting with Release 16, it is possible to establish backhaul connections between neigh-
bouring BSs using the same antennas, bands, and radio protocols that are used to provide
user access in the RAN. In other words, sites can be self-backhauled without requiring
MWP2P or fibre backhaul technology. This new functionality is called integrated access
and backhaul (IAB) [23,25] and it might be very useful in rural areas. IAB is designed to
use TDD spectrum in both sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands. Given the asymmetric nature
of broadband traffic, the ability to have a TDD-based backhaul could be advantageous for
FWA in comparison to MWP2P, which utilizes FDD channels.
IAB has two modes: in-band and out-of-band. In-band IAB uses bands which are
shared with user access. Hence, it treats a connected BS like any other UE on the downlink,
meaning the BS must be scheduled alongside users. In-band IAB nodes cannot transmit
to users while receiving data from another IAB node (i.e., operation is half-duplex). Out-
of-band IAB uses dedicated bands for backhauling. In the rural context, MNOs might find
out-of-band IAB to be a way to put currently unused spectrum to good use. The two IAB
modes are depicted in Figure 2.2.
2.2.3 Network Edge and Core Network
To improve connection robustness and latency, and hence perceived QoE, for both URLLC
applications and eMBB users, MNOs need to be able to move control plane functionality
as well as user content (via caching) closer to the network edge. This would also reduce
the traffic on the backhaul, an added benefit.
This requirement to do things locally is not new to 5G, nor is it unique to the rural
context; however, the virtualization (through network function virtualization (NFV)) of
the 5GC makes it easier to distribute functionality closer to the network edge than before
and makes it possible to do so at lower cost and in a scalable manner [26]. This will
be essential for providing the functionality necessary to meet URLLC and mMTC service
requirements, and will enable the adoption of IoT in rural industries. Furthermore, it will
be key to providing seamless mobility and more responsive connections to rural eMBB
users.
Similarly, multi-access edge computing (MEC) will enable operators to cache user con-




Figure 2.2: Integrated access and backhaul (IAB) makes use of NR access technology to
provide backhaul connections between neighbouring BSs. In-band IAB shares its spectrum
with the RAN. Out-of-band IAB uses dedicated spectrum.
responsiveness and download times for FWA and mobile users as well as reducing traffic
and signalling loads on the backhaul [27]. This will require cooperation on the part of con-
tent providers and application developers, who might be motivated to help in this way out
of recognition of the benefit to end users. Nevertheless, some parties might be unwilling to
help out of good will, in which case the involvement of regulators might be necessary [28].
2.3 Open Challenges to Fixing the Rural Digital Di-
vide Using 5G
To enable 5G FWA in rural areas, a number of open challenges remain to be solved, which
we now discuss.
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2.3.1 Network Planning and Operation for 5G FWA
The focus on providing home-oriented services, such as broadband Internet and IPTV, for
FWA users will require MNOs to plan and operate their networks differently than in the
past when services were oriented around mobile users.
It is expected that service level agreements (SLAs) between MNOs and their subscribers
will establish different commitments for different services; for example, an MBR for FB
Internet service on both the downlink and the uplink (although different values), or a
guaranteed IPTV service. The first challenge is thus a planning (or dimensioning) problem.
As always, there exists different flavors of the planning problem but we expect that, initially
at least, the placement problem can be avoided by using the existing 4G infrastructure.
Selecting the right band(s) is critical to 5G FWA, and the first problem is determining how
many homes can be offered FB for those bands. Specifically, given a fixed amount of access
and backhaul resources (e.g., band(s), per band bandwidth, transmit power, characteristics
of the massive MIMO antennas at the RAN and homes), an MNO needs to determine the
number of homes that can be given the MBRs. Note that this problem is difficult at many
levels and in particular because it involves MU-MIMO (hence the need for precoding and
combining), and couples the uplink and downlink and the RAN and backhaul. As was
mentioned earlier, 5G provides an abundance of capacity improvements in the RAN due to
enhancements from massive MIMO and new spectrum; however, unless the backhaul is also
sufficiently dimensioned, the improvements that the RAN can bring to the end-user QoE
will not be fully realized (this will be discussed in Section 2.3.3). A similar problem exists
for legacy wired broadband technologies; however, the challenge in the cellular context is
that data rates change based on the environment, the position of users, and the network
load, which is why MNOs have historically only provided best effort services. For this
reason, an MNO might determine that the MBRs in an SLA should differ depending on
the home location.
MNOs must understand the benefits of adding more antennas at the RAN or at the
homes and the importance of transmit power. The large coverage requirement in rural
areas could cause a power imbalance between the uplink and downlink. This also must be
studied since it could result in an imbalance with respect to the number of homes that can
be given their MBR in the uplink vs. the downlink. In earlier generations, the placement
of BSs was done for mobile services to strike the right trade-off between data rates and
coverage. However, the right trade-off for 5G FWA might well be very different and hence,
if 5G FWA becomes successful in rural areas, it might be necessary to address the question
of where and how to add BSs for accepting more FB subscribers.
Another open issue is related to the sharing of bands between mobile services and
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FB services. Is there an advantage to segregating the services (possibly through network
slicing) or is it better to keep services together for better statistical multiplexing? This is
very much related to how the network will be operated.
If a network is properly dimensioned, an operator should in theory be able to fulfill
SLAs for every home, irrespective of how many homes are active. On one hand, when
few homes are active, it might be easy to offer the homes their MBR, in which case the
next objective is to offer extra rates with the surplus resources in a fair fashion. On the
other hand, to give every home the MBR when many homes are active would require a
well-designed scheduler. Designing a scheduler for MU-MIMO that protects the different
services and is backhaul and SLA-aware is challenging, and a good compromise in terms
of performance and complexity needs to be found.
Finally, note that similar questions exist for mMTC and URLLC.
2.3.2 Compatibility with Legacy Technologies
While we view 5G as a long-term solution for the rural digital divide, it will be some time
before MNOs can fully deploy 5G to rural locations so that communities can depend on
it exclusively. Nevertheless, most rural communities already have infrastructure in place
from earlier legacy broadband technologies, such as DSL or cable. Thus, there will exist
a period—at least temporarily, and possibly longer-term—where 5G coexists with older
networking technologies in rural communities. A key challenge then is how to deal with
this heterogeneity in the network in a way that ensures the best possible QoE for users.
These kinds of problems are rarely addressed by the research community while they often
plague the engineers in charge of deploying such systems.
This potentially yields a situation where homes are connected to two networks, one
cellular and one wired. This dual access introduces a number of complexities due to
the use of different technologies (in both the access and the backhaul) and due to the
heterogeneous link characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, latency, packet loss). This dual access
can be handled by a box installed at the home that selects one technology or both. Note
that the entity in control of the box could be the 5G MNO, the legacy operator or a third
party. This would impact what is possible. The technology selection might be defined by
static policies, such as the type of application or time of day; however, adaptive steering
based on the quality of service (QoS) of each link would be able to provide better QoE to
users, though it would be more difficult to implement. Because link QoS and user flows are
dynamic, mechanisms are also required to hand users over from one technology to another,









Figure 2.3: 5G Access Traffic Steering, Switching, and Splitting (ATSSS) functions could
enable dual connectivity between 5G and legacy technologies at rural homes.
To support simultaneous use of 5G FWA with a legacy technology, the box will need
to support multipath protocols, such as multipath TCP (MP-TCP). However, MP-TCP is
less effective when connection paths are more heterogeneous, which can cause head-of-line
blocking issues [29]. To avoid this problem, multipath QUIC [30] could be used, but it
presents its own challenge to operators: specifically, it limits how effectively network oper-
ators can utilize proxies or caches in the network [28,31]. In recognition of this limitation,
extensions to QUIC have recently been proposed as workarounds to this issue [31].
Clearly, implementing an MBR in a heterogeneous context is challenging—if at all
possible—and would depend, among other things, on which entity is in control of the box.
In Release 16, 3GPP has introduced functionality to support dual connectivity with
non-3GPP technologies through a new set of functions called Access Traffic Steering,
Switching, and Splitting (ATSSS) [32]. Here, steering, switching, and splitting refer to
the network selection, handover, and aggregation described above, respectively, where the
entity in charge is the 5G MNO. ATSSS functionality is located within the 5GC and at the
UE (i.e., the FWA modem) as shown in Figure 2.3, and operates alongside another new
function called the Non-3GPP Interworking Function (N3IWF), which acts as the point of
convergence between the non-3GPP network and the 5GC.
An important feature of 3GPP ATSSS is that all user traffic is tunneled through the
MNO’s 5GC and the ATSSS policies are defined by the MNO. Thus, ATSSS puts control
on the 5G side, making it much easier for MNOs to monitor instantaneous rates given to
dual-connected users and implement policies to ensure SLAs are satisfied.
For operators that have cellular and wireline networks, ATSSS functionality could prove
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very useful for effectively using their legacy network alongside 5G. However, for the case
where standalone legacy operators provide dual-access with 5G MNOs, the legacy operators
are required to forfeit control over to the MNOs. One alternative might be to have a
neutral third party host the core network functions that are necessary for convergence
and coordinate policies between the two operators. Virtualization would make such an
arrangement with a neutral host scalable.
In the end, the 3GPP/non-3GPP dual-access problem is difficult to generalize and might
be best solved with coordination among the applicable industry consortiums. ATSSS is just
one possible solution, but it is still a nascent technology, and 3GPP is working alongside
the Broadband Forum and CableLabs to standardize the functionality for DSL and cable,
respectively.
2.3.3 Backhaul Challenges
The MBRs expected from the RAN can only be delivered if the backhaul is also dimensioned
appropriately. Until now, the backhaul has been dimensioned for mobile users, which have
no MBR expectation. However, FWA services will require MNOs to make significant
upgrades to their backhaul. As mentioned earlier, rural backhaul links are primarily based
on MWP2P technology, which is licensed per channel and per hop. Due to the low amount
of long-range MWP2P spectrum that remains unused, it could become increasingly difficult
for MNOs to secure sufficient channel licenses for their rural backhaul links in order to meet
the QoE for FWA.
Despite the introduction of IAB in 3GPP Release 16, it is unlikely to become a primary
backhaul technology for rural BSs. Rural backhaul needs to be long-range while IAB is
mainly envisioned to use wide-bandwidth mmWave bands to create a short-range backhaul
alternative to fibre or MWP2P [25]. Even though IAB also supports use of sub-6 GHz
bands, fewer of these bands are available and they are lower bandwidth, which limits
their viability as an independent backhaul solution. Nonetheless, one possibility we see
is IAB being used to provide additional backhaul capacity on top of existing MWP2P
backhaul in specific areas with low density of subscribing homes. This is one way in which
MNOs could utilize currently unused access spectrum. In considering this, MNOs must
understand under which conditions (in-band or out-of-band) IAB is a good alternative to
adding MWP2P backhaul capacity.
The primary challenge with a dual IAB-MWP2P backhaul approach is that it falls
outside the scope of current specifications: so far IAB has been specified as a standalone
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backhaul technology with no specification for its coexistence with other backhaul technolo-
gies. This is likely due to the wide differences in how backhaul functionality is deployed
in each technology: IAB employs many of the same protocols and scheduling mechanisms
that are used for access in the RAN, while MWP2P has its own set of protocols. Nonethe-
less, as there has been steps towards convergence between 3GPP and non-3GPP access, it
might also be worth studying the coexistence of heterogeneous backhaul technologies.
Assuming this coexistence, there would be similar challenges as in the access in terms
of backhaul selection, aggregation, and handover during traffic flows.
2.3.4 Infrastructure Sharing
Frequently, MNOs serving the same geographic regions will share infrastructure to reduce
costs. Depending on which parts of the network are shared, these schemes may be classified
as:
1. Multi-operator RAN (MORAN), where each operator uses its own access band(s)
but share BSs and backhaul links.
2. Multi-operator core network (MOCN), where the RAN (including the bands) and
backhaul are fully shared.
3. Gateway core network (GWCN), which extends MOCN by also sharing some core
network functionality, for example, mobility management functions.
Despite their added architectural complexity, MORAN and MOCN arrangements found
wide use in the past due to their effective cost reductions. Nonetheless, in the context of
5G networks that will promise MBRs to FWA subscribers, it could be very challenging for
competing operators to provide service guarantees over these types of shared networks. For
example, MNOs may bring different resources (e.g., amounts or types of spectrum for the
access and backhaul, computational resources, etc.), so a key challenge is to share these
resources in a way that is fair to operators (and hence, users) while also preventing free-
riders. Considering this, advancements in 5G network slicing, enabled by virtualization
and edge computing, are expected to introduce new opportunities to sharing [33]. With
regards to MEC, it is more efficient for MNOs to utilize shared caches and application
servers in rural communities; however, this leads to new challenges in terms of content
storage policies for copyrighted material, data privacy, or any other special agreements
between MNOs and content or application providers.
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One way to address the new challenges in virtualized multi-operator scenarios might
be to adopt frameworks in which a neutral third party acts as a broker to ensure fairness
between all of the involved parties.
2.3.5 Remote Digital Divide
In spite of the promising benefits of 5G FWA, it could be insufficient for solving the digital
divide in Canada’s most remote communities. Like elsewhere, local FB access in these
communities is provided to homes through wired or fixed wireless technologies; however,
the geographic isolation of these communities makes it so that satellite is the only practical
way of backhauling connections. Hence, each community has a shared satellite gateway
to backhaul connections into the community. Figure 2.4 shows the remote communities in
Canada that are dependent on this type of architecture.
For these communities, the backhaul forms the bottleneck in connections due to the
high latency and narrow bandwidth of the satellite link. Hence, latency is also a significant
issue in addition to rates. Operators in remote communities are therefore particularly
limited in their ability to improve the experience of users, regardless of the benefit 5G
FWA could bring to local access within the communities.
To minimize the impact to end users, remote community operators need to carefully
manage signalling and traffic over the satellite link. In the past, this was accomplished
through caching and proxy-based solutions. Given the richness and complexity of modern
web content and applications, these solutions are more essential than ever and MEC will
be an important part of this; however, remote operators face a losing-battle, especially as
content providers and application developers are increasingly taking control of connections
through encryption and more sophisticated web protocols. Hence, the experience of users
in remote, satellite-dependent communities risks getting worse unless content providers and
application developers also become closely involved to fix the issue. We describe our vision
for how the remote digital divide can be addressed in an earlier paper [28]. Additionally,
new enhancements under discussion for 5G Release 17 are intended to target deep rural
environments served by satellite or other non-terrestrial links [23].
2.4 Conclusion
5G FWA is a paradigm shift that will enable more to be done using cellular technology
than ever before. In this chapter, we have argued how new advancements 5G brings to
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Figure 2.4: Communities in Canada where satellite is the only medium over which users
can connect to the Internet. Adapted from [34]. Map data c©2020 Google, INEGI.
the network access, backhaul, edge and core each present new opportunities for narrowing
the digital divide in rural communities in the context of FWA users. However, out of
these opportunities also arise new challenges related to network planning and operation,
and coexistence alongside legacy technologies and other operators. Can 5G fix the rural
connectivity gap? We believe that it can in time and that FWA could be a significant
step towards bridging that divide. However, there is still plenty of work to be done by the
research community before the gap can be completely filled.
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Chapter 3
Planning 5G Networks for Rural
Fixed Wireless Access
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we seek to answer some of the questions raised in the previous chapter
related to how operators can plan rural 5G MU-MIMO networks so that rural FWA homes
can be offered MBR services jointly in the DL and UL. In particular, we seek to answer
the following two questions: 1) Given a set of network resources, what is the maximum
number of homes that can be served simultaneously in a cell such that they receive a DL
MBR and UL MBR (or better)? 2) How should a network be configured to obtain such
user limits? In particular, how should resources be shared between the DL and UL and
how should users be selected?
We consider a single cell 5G MU-MIMO system using a 3.5 GHz TDD band, in which
homes have multiple antennas supporting multi-stream transmission and reception. In a
rural scenario, inter-cell interference can be neglected so we focus on a single cell scenario.
Our first objective is to understand the user1 limit (i.e., the maximum number of rural
FWA homes that can be offered the DL and UL MBRs simultaneously) given a certain
cell radius, a certain bandwidth, DL and UL MBRs, a number of antennas at the BS MBS
and at each home MH, and a certain power at the BS and homes. Because the system
is TDD, DL and UL resources are shared in time, where the UL gets Tu out of T slots
1A modem installed at the home contains the SIM card associated with a FWA subscription; hence the
home can be thought of as a user equipment.
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in a frame, and the DL gets the remaining Td = T − Tu slots. For this reason, the DL
and UL problems cannot be studied independently: this is a joint problem in which it is
necessary to determine how many resources are used for the DL vs. the UL. Hence, a
related objective is to determine what value of Tu is necessary to attain the user limit.
The fulfillment of these objectives depends on different radio resource management
(RRM) procedures at the Physical Resource Block (PRB) level, such as user selection, i.e.,
which homes (and streams) are scheduled, the precoding and combining that apply beam-
forming to each stream at the transmitters and receivers for the selected homes, the power
distribution (PD) applied to each stream, and the modulation and coding scheme (MCS)
selection per stream, which determines the data rate based on the channel conditions. To
help fulfill our objectives a joint optimization problem can be formulated for a given real-
ization ω(U), which is characterized by a randomly distributed set of U FWA homes and
their channel matrices, to check if there exists a Tu, user selection, precoding/combining,
PD, and MCS selection for which ω(U) is feasible (i.e., for which the MBRs can be offered
to all U homes on both the DL and UL). However, the resulting problem is very large and
complex, and to obtain meaningful limits and configurations it would need to be solved for
different values of U and for many realizations for a given U , which is too heavy.
To simplify the problem we adopt block diagonalization (BD) precoding and combining
in both the UL and DL. BD limits the number of homes that can be transmitted to on





[35], which could be small in an
FWA system where homes have multiple antennas. However, MNOs need to support a
large number of homes, and thus the user limit should not be limited by N . Hence, we
cannot assume that all homes can be transmitted to or from in each PRB and we must
adopt some strategy to properly select users. Dynamic, per-PRB user selection strategies
could accomplish this, but these are complex. Instead, we adopt a static user grouping
strategy, which organizes homes into fixed groups of size Sd ≤ N in the DL and Su ≤ N in
the UL (Sd needs not equal Su) and allocates an equal share of PRBs to each group. The
static grouping strategy enables us to compute a user limit in a simple and robust manner
making planning manageable. It is possible that in an operational phase a more flexible
strategy would be more efficient.
Contribution 1: In the context of grouping, we first need to understand if we should
always select N homes per PRB and how many streams should be selected per home. Our
first contribution is to show that selecting N (or close to N) homes per PRB is generally
not optimal. In fact, a greater number of homes can be given the DL and UL MBRs if we
select fewer homes with more streams than more homes with fewer streams.
Contribution 2: By adopting the static grouping strategy, we develop a simple process
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to determine the user limit for a given system setting. First, we (separately) determine the
minimum number of subchannels needed to provide the DL and UL MBRs for different
group sizes for a given Tu. Then, knowing the total number of subchannels available in the
system, we use this information to determine how many groups can be given the MBRs on
the UL and on the DL, and, consequently, how many homes can be given both MBRs for a
given Tu. A search on Tu for different Sd and Su then determines the correct configuration
of Tu, Sd, Su required to maximize the number of homes in the system. The elegance
of this approach is that it enables MNOs to quickly dimension their network for a MU-
MIMO FWA system with DL and UL minimum bit-rate requirements. Using this process,
we show how the user limit at different cell radii is impacted by the following: the system
bandwidth, the number of antennas at the BS and at the homes, the BS transmit power
and the DL and UL MBRs. Note that it is possible that the user limit could be even larger
if a more flexible user grouping was used, but the computation would become much more
complex as explained later.
Contribution 3: Although our main focus is network planning, the results obtained can
also indicate to MNOs which configuration of Tu, Sd, Su are optimal when the number of
active homes is less than the user limit. In other words, these results can provide insight
into how the network could be operated. Specifically, we show that by adjusting the group
sizes and slot configuration Tu based on the number of active homes, the DL and UL rates
given to homes can be improved with respect to operating statically with the configuration
that is necessary to obtain the user limit.
We structure the remainder of this chapter as follows. In Section 3.2 we review the
related work. We describe the system model in Section 3.3. The problem formulation and
the process to determine the user limits are presented in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we
provide the numerical results, which answer the network planning questions and provide
some preliminary insights to some network operation questions. We conclude the chapter
in Section 3.6.
Notation: R and C denote the set of real and complex numbers, respectively. R+
denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. Vectors and matrices are shown by bold
lower-case and bold upper-case letters, respectively.
3.2 Related Work
The authors of [36] and [37] provide an overview of network dimensioning and planning
in 4G while looking ahead to 5G. They also summarize a number of classical references
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on these topics. However, most of the earlier literature focused on the mobile context
rather than providing a robust FB service at homes. More recently, [13] considered the BS
placement problem to guarantee 5G FWA homes a minimum coverage level and DL data
rate using mmWave cells. [38] also modeled the 5G BS placement problem to guarantee
a minimum DL service level while simultaneously minimizing BS electromagnetic field
power. In our problem, we assume that MNOs will reuse the existing 4G towers for 5G
FWA, hence our focus is on quantifying the number of FWA homes that can be provided a
MBR in both the DL and UL. Another recent paper used crowdsourced data to dimension
existing BSs and determine the appropriate per-site NR configurations required to support
new 5G services [39]; however, their dimensioning process was based on peak DL data rate
requirements.
Although none of these recent works considered the UL in their problems, a couple
past papers on 4G planning and dimensioning considered DL and UL service requirements
jointly. [40] examined how 4G BSs could be planned to provide DL and UL MBRs while
supporting ON-OFF switching to save energy. In their study, user limits were assumed
to be known a priori, however. Furthermore, the system was FDD with fixed DL/UL
bandwidths, and thus, did not consider the resource allocation problem. [41] studied the
dimensioning and planning problems for 4G networks with DL and UL MBRs; however,
the user limits computed in the dimensioning stage only took the DL MBRs into account
and modeled the spectral efficiency as constant throughout the cell. Furthermore, neither
of [40, 41] considered the effect of MU-MIMO.
The literature on resource allocation and precoding techniques for massive MU-MIMO
is very rich and [42] presents a comprehensive survey on these topics. Recent work on MU
massive MIMO beamforming for FWA applications was performed in [10, 43]; however,
these papers considered mmWave bands only and a relatively small number of users. In
the problem we study we adopt block diagonalization (BD) [35, 44–46] precoding and
combining in the DL and UL, which generalizes zero-forcing (ZF) precoding to the case
where the receivers have multiple antennas. The strength of BD is that it eliminates inter-
stream interference at each UE, in addition to suppressing inter-user interference like ZF.
BD is also simple to compute for an offline problem as in the network dimensioning problem
that we study.
In the past, the problem of providing MBRs in MU-MIMO systems under BD or ZF
precoding/combining has mostly been studied separately for the DL [47, 48] or the UL
[49, 50]. The authors of [51] formulated the problem for both the DL and the UL of a
MU-MIMO system but considered the two directions in isolation, thus ignoring the issue
of providing MBRs to the DL and UL simultaneously.
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A notable limitation of BD (and ZF) is that the number of users that can be selected






is the total antennas at the BS and MUE is the total antennas at each UE [35]. To avoid
this limitation, many papers modeling MU-MIMO systems simply assume that the total
number of users is no more than N , and hence, all users can be selected simultaneously [10,
43, 47, 49, 50] (also, [42] and references therein). In FWA, homes have multiple antennas
and, hence, the value of N might be small in practice. Therefore, to support a larger
number of homes, user selection techniques must be implemented, which we study. Earlier
work on MU-MIMO systems where the total number of antennas at the BS was assumed
to be small also recognized the need for user selection under zero-forcing (ZF) [52] and
BD [35] precoding but they only considered the downlink, and did not impose minimum
rate requirements for users nor explore the impact different group sizes have on achieving
minimum rates.
Some earlier work also studied how to jointly provide DL and UL QoS guarantees
in TDD-based systems. [53] examined the problem of dynamic resource sharing in TDD
OFDMA networks with symmetric DL and UL MBR requirements; and [54] studied the
problem of providing minimum DL and UL SINR levels to users in a multi-cell TDD-LTE
system where cells may have different time-slot configurations. However, neither of these
papers incorporated MIMO into their systems.
Main takeaway of our literature review:
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has examined the problem
of planning a network while optimizing the resource configuration and user
selection to jointly provide a minimum data rate for the DL and UL in an
OFDM-based MU-MIMO system. Through the application of user grouping, our
problem is generalized to the case where U > N (though it could just as easily
be applied when U ≤ N). We believe that our analysis of the optimal user group
configuration and TDD configuration to jointly dimension the DL and UL is a
novel approach to this type of problem.
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3.3 System Model and RRM Processes
We consider a DL and UL MU-MIMO system, with a BS having MBS antennas and a
certain number of homes each having MH antennas. The system is TDD. A frame is
composed of T slots in the time-domain, Td allocated to the DL and Tu allocated to the
UL (Td + Tu = T ). In the frequency domain the system has a bandwidth B made up of a
total of C subchannels, each with bandwidth BC . A PRB is composed of one subchannel
and one time-slot, and, hence, there are C × T PRBs in a frame. The BS transmits with
power Pmax on the DL and each FWA home transmits with power PH on the UL. On the




On the UL, the power allocated to a PRB by home k is P kPRB =
PH
Ck
where Ck ≤ C is the
number of channels allocated to home k (to be detailed later). Because we are considering
a rural environment with little to no inter-cell interference, we adopt a single-cell circular
topology with a radius R. In the following we refer to
S = (B,C, Pmax, PH,MBRd,MBRu,MBS,MH)
as the system setting. Next, we describe the different RRM processes.
3.3.1 User Selection
For a given setting S, a radius R, a given realization ω(U) (which is characterized by a
randomly distributed set of U FWA homes and their channel matrices as discussed later),
user selection is performed once and for all at the beginning. We adopt a grouping strategy
that divides homes into equal-sized groups of S ≤ N homes (let Su (resp. Sd) be the group
size on the UL (resp. DL)). Note that grouping is done separately for the UL and DL
and hence Su and Sd might be different. In this chapter, we adopt a random strategy
when grouping homes. Smarter grouping strategies, for example, ones which consider the
location of homes relative to one another, are for further study.
In the following we refer to the triple
V = (Tu, Sd, Su)
as the system configuration and the pair Vd = (Tu, Sd) (resp. Vu = (Tu, Su)) as the DL (resp.
UL) system configuration. The outcome of the user selection process for a configuration V
and a realization ω(U), is the creation of static groups of homes.
For a given system setting S and a radiusR, we consider a large set Ω(U) of realizations
with U homes. If more than 95% of the realizations can offer (at least) MBRd and MBRu
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to their U homes with configuration V , we say that the configuration V is U -feasible. Note
that there might be many feasible configurations for U for a setting S and a radius R.
3.3.2 Channel Allocation
From above, the user selection process divides the homes in the realization ω(U) into static










subchannels (note that there might be n′ < n(Sd) leftover subchannels, in which case one










subchannels. Note that both user selection and channel allocation are static, i.e., they do
not change from one frame to another.
3.3.3 Precoding and Combining Schemes
Given a setting S, a radius R, a configuration V , and a realization ω(U), we perform
precoding and combining for each distinct group of homes, created during user selection
and its channels independently for the UL and DL once at the start of each frame. Note
that the maximum number of streams at each home is MH. At this stage, we assume that
there are L = MH streams per home. However, through PD, we might not allocate enough
power to some streams to have a non-zero rate in some PRBs (see Section 3.4).
Full channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be known at the serving cell. We
represent the channel matrix between the BS and the k-th home at PRB (c, t) as Gc,tk = G
c
k.
Since each home is fixed, the channel coherence time is large; hence, we assume that the
channel coefficients are constant throughout a frame. On the other hand, we do not assume
the channel is flat in frequency (i.e., it is frequency-selective). Furthermore, we assume
that the channel is the same in the DL and UL because the system is TDD. Note that the
channel model itself does not impact the system model and problem formulation. Hence,
we leave the details of the channel model to Section 3.5 where we present the numerical
settings and results.
We adopt a normalized BD precoding and combining process, which enables us to
decouple precoding and combining (a computation that does not require any optimization)
from power distribution. Furthermore, since we assume equal power allocation for each
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subchannel, we may perform precoding and combining independently per PRB. Since,
subchannels are time-invariant within a frame and a subchannel is allocated to the same
group within a frame, we only need to perform precoding/combining once per subchannel
per frame. Hence, given a group of Û ≤ N homes, denoted by Û , is selected for a subchannel
c in a frame, under BD, the normalized precoding matrix at the BS in subchannel c given
by Wck =
[




∈ CMBS×L is used to transmit data symbols to each stream
l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, and the combining matrix at each home given by Uck =
[




CL×MH is used to recover the data symbols. More details about BD can be found in
[35,44–46].
The output of the normalized precoding and combining process is a set of effective
channels for each (possible) user stream. We then input these effective channels into
our PD problem formulation, which performs power distribution (and indirectly stream
selection) to verify if the configuration V is feasible for ω(U), i.e., if all homes in the
realization can be offered the MBRs. Note that we determine the effective channels for all
L streams even though less streams could be selected via PD.
Next, we outline the steps needed to compute the effective channels for a single sub-
channel on the DL for a given group of homes Û . For brevity, we omit the per-subchannel
superscript c in the following. Due to symmetry in the channel, the UL procedure is the
same as the DL procedure, except that the precoding matrix at the BS in the DL becomes
the combining matrix at the BS in the UL and the combining matrix at the home in the
DL becomes the precoding matrix at the home in the UL. The resulting effective channels
are the same for the UL and DL.
Let sk = [sk,1, sk,2, . . . , sk,L] ∈ CL×1 be the dedicated data symbol vector for the k-th
home, where sk,l is the data symbol for stream l, E{sksHk } = IL, k ∈ Û and IL is the L×L
identity matrix. The recovered data symbols at each home are given by





+Ukzk, k ∈ Û , (3.1)
where Gk =
[
g1k, . . . ,g
MH
k
]T ∈ CMH×MBS is the channel matrix between the BS and home,
Pk ∈ RL×L+ is a diagonal matrix representing the power distribution for the data streams
of the k-th home, and zk ∼ CN (0, σ2 · IMH) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The key idea behind BD precoding is to select the precoding matrix to fully suppress
the inter-user interference, i.e.,
GkWiPi = 0, ∀i, k ∈ Û , i 6= k. (3.2)
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To do so, let G̃k represent the channel matrix from the BS to all homes except the k-th
home, i.e., G̃k = [G
T




k+1, . . . ,G
T
Û
]T . By conducting singular value decompo-






H , k ∈ Û , (3.3)
where T̃k ∈ C(Û−1)MH×(Û−1)MH is a unitary matrix; Λ̃k ∈ R(Û−1)MH×MBS+ a rectangular
diagonal matrix; Ṽ1k ∈ CMBS×(MBS−Rk) and Ṽ0k ∈ CMBS×Rk are the submatrices composed of
the right-singular vectors corresponding to non-zero and zero singular values, respectively,
where Rk > 0 is the dimension of the nullspace of G̃k. (In order to have zero inter-user
interference, WkPk must lie in the nullspace of G̃k; hence, the null space of G̃k must have
a dimension that is greater than 0.) From this, we obtain the non-interfering block effective
channel matrix
Gek = Gk · Ṽ0k, k ∈ Û (3.4)
Through (3.4), the MU-MIMO system reduces into Û parallel and non-interfering single-
user MIMO (SU-MIMO) systems. From this, we can separately derive the (normalized)
precoding and combining per user stream (k, l). To do so, we perform SVD on the effective
channel matrix (3.4) for every home k [46]
Gek = T
e
k ·Λek · (Vek)H , k ∈ Û , (3.5)
where Tek ∈ CMH×MH and Vek ∈ CRk×Rk are unitary matrices, and Λek ∈ R
MH×Rk
+ is a
rectangular diagonal matrix containing singular values of Gek and its elements are sorted
in descending order
Λek =
λk,1 · · · 0. . .
0 · · · λk,L 0
 (3.6)
where λk,l = |uk,lGkwk,l| is the normalized precoding and combining on stream (k, l).





Recall that there is an effective channel per stream per home in the group, per subchannel
allocated to that group.
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3.3.4 Power Distribution
Given a setting S, a radiusR, a configuration V , a direction (either UL or DL), a realization
ω(U), a grouping of homes obtained via user selection and their channel, and the per
stream effective channels for each home in the groups, our next challenge is to verify if
the configuration is feasible, i.e., if there exists a per stream PD that enables each selected
home to receive its MBR in each direction. At this stage a stream that does not receive
enough power to see a non-zero rate in a PRB can be considered as not being selected;
hence, even though we had set L to its maximum value MH initially, PD might give a home
less streams. We cast this PD problem as a max-min problem as presented in Section 3.4.
The outcome of PD is the power per PRB per stream per home. With these powers,
the SINR for each stream of each home in each PRB can be computed.
3.3.5 Rate Computation Using Modulation and Coding Scheme
A modulation and coding scheme defines the spectral-efficiency function which maps the
SINR to a spectral efficiency. In contrast to most of the earlier papers providing MBRs that
utilize the Shannon capacity [38,40,41,47,49–51,53], we use a practical MCS function which
is piece-wise constant and characterized by Q pairs (SEq, Sq), i.e., if Sq ≤ SINRc,tk,l < Sq+1,
then the spectral efficiency seen by the l-th data stream is SEq (where S1 < S2 < · · · and
SE1 < SE2 < · · · ).
The outcome of this process is the rate seen by each home in each PRB, i.e., the sum
of the rates seen by each stream of that home in that PRB.
3.4 PD Problems Formulation and User Limit Com-
putations
In this section, we focus on the power distribution problems as well as the procedure to
compute the user limit. These steps are called after user selection (i.e., grouping), channel
allocation and precoding and combining are performed. Recall that the UL and DL PD
problems can be decoupled by fixing the number of slots Tu allocated to the UL and
Td = T −Tu allocated to the DL. In determining the UL and DL user limits for all possible
values of Tu, we will determine the optimal Tu (the value which maximizes the minimum
of the UL and DL limit).
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We work with a full buffer assumption. In other words, we assume that each of the
homes is greedy and there is an infinite supply of bits at the cell to be sent to the homes
in the DL and an infinite supply of bits at the homes to be sent to the BS in the UL. The
full buffer assumption enables us to work with rates without needing to consider short-
term traffic fluctuations that could otherwise cause the buffer to be empty or insufficiently
full to meet the MBR in a given frame. This model works well in a planning stage for
understanding the achievable user limit for a given system setting and a given radius and
the configuration required to achieve that limit. We will first formulate the problem for
the DL; next, we will formulate the UL problem; and then we will explain how to obtain
the user limits.
3.4.1 Downlink Formulation
For a given setting and radius, for a given realization ω(U), a given DL configuration
Vd = (Tu, Sd), the downlink user selection (i.e., user grouping) process divides the homes





groups Û1, . . . , ÛG(Sd)2, and






the frame (note that there might be n′ < n(Sd) leftover subchannels, in which case one
extra subchannel is given to the first n′ groups). Given L ≤MH streams per home, the per-
stream effective channels are computed for each home in the group and for each subchannel
in Cd(Û). The reason why we might choose L < MH is because we might be interested in
forcing the number of streams to be small to see the impact they have on performance.
This is what we do in Section 3.5.2.
Given the downlink piecewise constant MCS function with a set of Q levels, Vd, a
group Û and its allocated subchannels Cd(Û), knowing the effective channels {Eck,l}, k ∈ Û ,
l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, c ∈ Cd(Û), the objective is to verify whether there exists a distribution
of power (P c,tk,l ) to each user stream in each PRB corresponding to channels in Cd(Û) so
that we can give MBRd to the homes in Û . Let Td be the set of DL time-slots, where
|Td| = Td = T − Tu. We formulate the problem P0d(Û ,Vd, L) in a given frame as:
2Possibly some of the groups could have Sd − 1 homes instead of Sd.
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λ(Û ,Vd, L) (3.8)

































k,l,q ∀c, t, k, l (3.13)∑
q∈Q
Ic,tk,l,q ≤ 1 ∀c, t, k, l (3.14)
Ic,tk,l,q ∈ {0, 1} ∀c, t, k, l, q (3.15)
Through (3.8) and (3.9), we seek to maximize the minimum user rate in the group
λ(Û ,Vd, L). (3.10) defines the rate λk given to home k in the frame, which is a function of
the per-PRB, per-stream rates rc,tk,l. This problem uses the practical MCS function, where
the selected MCS level q is determined by (3.12) and the resulting rate rc,tk,l is given in (3.13).
The per-PRB power P dPRB constrains the PD of the BS transmit power Pmax/C allocated
across every user stream in PRB (c, t) (see (3.11)). The practical MCS introduces integer
variables Ic,tk,l,q (see (3.15)), making the problem a MINLP, which is difficult to solve.
To make the problem more tractable, we approximate the MCS function with a contin-
uous function. Specifically, the rate given to the l-th stream of home k in PRB (c, t) can
be approximated by [55]









k,l. We denote rmax = BCSEmax in the following. Note that this function
is continuous and gives a non-zero rate for any SINR > 0 while the practical MCS function
is strictly positive only if SINR ≥ S1 where S1 is the first threshold of the MCS function.
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With (3.16), P0d(Û ,Vd, L) can be approximated by Pd(Û ,Vd, L):
max
λ(Û ,Vd,L),(P c,tk,l ),(r
c,t
k,l),(λk)
λ(Û ,Vd, L) (3.17)




















∀c ∈ Cd(Û), t ∈ Td (3.20)






b ∀c, t, k, l (3.22)
Pd is a NLP, which can be solved relatively easily offline, which is sufficient for planning
purposes.
For a given realization ω(U), a given L, and a configuration Vd we solve Pd(Û ,Vd, L)
for every Û ⊆ {Û1, . . . , ÛG(Sd)}. This computation uses the approximated MCS function
(3.16). After determining the optimal powers {P c,tk,l} we compute the per-stream SINRs for
all the streams in each home in the group Û for each PRB corresponding to subchannels




k,l and map the result through the practical 3GPP MCS
function to determine the real rate r̄c,tk,l assigned to each user stream in each PRB. Note
that if SINRc,tk,l < S1, then stream l of home k receives a zero rate in PRB (c, t), which is
equivalent to not selecting stream l in that PRB. The real DL rate given to each home in










r̄c,tk,l ∀k ∈ Û . (3.23)
If λ̄k ≥MBRd for all k ∈ Û then (Vd, L) is feasible for group Û of the realization ω(U) on
the DL. If (Vd, L) is feasible for all Û ⊆ {Û1, . . . , ÛG(Sd)}, we say that (Vd, L) is feasible for
realization ω(U) on the DL.
As mentioned earlier, for a given system setting S, we consider a large set Ω(U) of
realizations with U homes. If there exists a pair (Vd, L) for which 95% of the realizations
are feasible, then we say that (Vd, L) is U -feasible on the DL. As also noted earlier, there
could be many feasible such pairs, which could have an impact on the way the system is
operated as discussed in Section 3.5.4.
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3.4.2 Uplink formulation
For a given setting and radius, for a given realization ω(U), an uplink configuration Vu =
(Tu, Su), the uplink user selection (i.e., user grouping) process divides the homes into static





groups Û1, . . . , ÛG(Su), and each group





subchannels throughout the frame.
Given L ≤MH streams per home, the per-stream effective channels are computed for each
home in the group and for each subchannel in Cu(Û).
Given the uplink piecewise constant MCS function with a set of Q levels (which might
not be the same as the MCS function on the DL), Vu, a group Û and its allocated sub-
channels Cu(Û), knowing the effective channels {Eck,l}, k ∈ Û , l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, c ∈ Cu(Û),
the objective is to verify whether there exists a distribution of power (P c,tk,l ) to each user
stream in each PRB corresponding to channels in Cu(Û) so that we can give MBRu to all
the homes in Û . Let Tu be the set of UL time-slots, where |Tu| = Tu. We directly formulate
the following approximated problem Pu(Û ,Vu, L) on the UL (similar to Pd(Û ,Vd, L) on
the DL) as:
max





λ′(Û ,Vu, L) (3.24)










rc,tk,l ∀k ∈ Û (3.26)
L∑
l=1





∀c ∈ Cu(Û), t ∈ Tu, k (3.27)






b ∀c, t, k, l (3.29)
The key difference in the UL problem is seen in (3.27) where each home has its own
power budget to distribute, instead of the power budget of the BS in the DL that has to
be shared among all homes in the group in (3.20). The home power budget PH of a home
only needs to be shared among Cu(Û), the subchannels allocated to its group.
We define in a similar fashion for the set of realizations Ω(U), the notion of U -feasibility
on the uplink for a pair (Vu, L).
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Finally, we say that a pair (V , L) is U -feasible for the system if (Vd, L) is U -feasible on
the DL and (Vu, L) is U -feasible on the UL.
3.4.3 Computing User Limits
We aim to compute the user limit U∗ for a given setting S and a given radius R. Let
F(V , L) be the set of U for which (V , L) is U -feasible, for the system then
U∗ = max
Tu,Sd,Su,L
{U ∈ F(V , L)}.
Computing U∗ using brute force is very cumbersome since we need to solve, for increas-
ing values of U , and many realizations, problems Pd(Û ,Vd, L) and Pu(Û ,Vu, L) for each
quadruple (Tu, Sd, Su, L) (1 ≤ Tu ≤ T − 1, 1 ≤ Sd, Su ≤ N , 1 ≤ L ≤ MH) for all groups
created on the DL and the UL by the DL and UL user selection. We can stop when for a
given value of U , no quadruple is U -feasible. However, the value of U∗ might be large if
the number C of subchannels in the system is large and the radius is not too large making
this computation time-consuming.
Instead, we propose a much simpler way to compute U∗. For a given system setting S,
a configuration V = (Tu, Sd, Su), L streams, we compute for the DL (resp. the UL), how
many subchannels n(Vd, L) (resp. n(Vu, L)) are needed to offer MBRd on the DL (resp.
MBRu on the UL) to 95% of the realizations, made of Sd (resp. Su) homes, in a set Ωd
(resp. Ωu). Note that, since Sd ≤ N and Su ≤ N , the amount of computations is much
lower than with the brute force approach.
Specifically, given a setting S characterized in particular by the total number of sub-
channels in the system C, a radius R, to compute the number of subchannels n(Vd, L)
(resp. n(Vu, L)) for a given configuration Vd (resp. Vu) and L streams, we generate a set
Ωd of realizations (aka groups) of size Sd for a given DL configuration (Tu, Sd) and a set
Ωu of realizations (aka groups) of size Su for a given UL configuration (Tu, Su) (they are
not the same realizations because, in general, Sd 6= Su, although |Ωd| = |Ωu| = Ω).
Focusing on the DL, given a realization ωd with Sd homes, we compute n(Vd, L, ωd) the
minimum number of channels necessary to offer MBRd to all Sd homes in ωd given Tu time-
slots are allocated to the UL using Algorithm 1. Note that for a given MBR, the number of






is the highest SE of the practical MCS function, otherwise it is impossible to give the
homes the MBR. Hence, to speed up the algorithm, we initialize it with n = Cmin(MBR)
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in Line 1. There is a subtlety in Line 2 for the DL. Indeed, on the DL, we solve the PD
problem with n subchannels allocated to the group but with P dPRB =
Pmax
C
where C is the
number of subchannels allocated to the original system; hence n(Vd, L) is a function of C.





Having computed n(Vd, L) (resp. n(Vu, L)), we can compute the number of homes that
can receive MBRd on the DL (resp. MBRu on the UL) if the system has C subchannels,
i.e.,












This is because, we can create independent groups of size Sd and Su respectively and
allocate to each group the number of subchannels needed. Note that the above equations
are true because when we allocate subchannels to groups the power per PRB neither
changes on the DL (we keep P dPRB =
Pmax
C
irrespective of the value of Sd) nor does it
change on the UL (by construction). (3.30) and (3.31) could be computed exhaustively
for every quadruple (Tu, Sd, Su, L), but more efficient techniques can be applied to reduce
computations (e.g., if (Tu, Sd, L) is determined to be infeasible in the DL, then we know
that (T̃u, Sd, L) is infeasible in the DL for all T̃u > Tu).
A search on Tu for different Sd and Su then determines the correct configuration of Tu,
Sd, Su required to maximize the number of homes in the system. Let U




{min(Ud(Vd, L, C), Uu(Vu, L, C))} . (3.32)
Let the triple
V∗(L,C) = (T ∗u (L,C), S∗d(T ∗u , L, C), S∗u(T ∗u , L, C))
yielding U∗(L,C) be the optimal configuration for the system setting S with C subchannels
when there are L streams per home.
Clearly this simplified process gives us an estimate of what we could find through
brute force. If necessary, we could use this estimate as a starting point to initialize a
search for the real limit. That being said, we believe that the granularity provided by
the simplified process we developed is acceptable for the purpose of planning a network.
The user limit that we obtain also depends on our grouping strategy. It is possible that
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Algorithm 1 Compute n(Vd/u, L, ωd/u)





2: Solve Pd/u(ωd/u,Vd/u, L) with n subchannels
3: if all Sd/u homes receive MBRd/u then
4: n(Vd/u, L, ωd/u)← n
5: else
6: n← n+ 1
7: if n ≤ C then





a more sophisticated user selection could offer the MBRs to more homes if we were to
reformulate the problem as a joint user selection and power distribution problem that was
solved per-realization. However, this would make the problem more difficult to compute
and it could only be solved through brute force. The strength of our approach is that it is
simple and robust and provides very useful insights to MNOs during the planning phase.
3.5 Numerical Results
In this section we present the numerical results of our study. We begin by describing the
channel settings. Next we conduct an initial study of the case when U ≤ N and all U
homes are selected in each PRB, which informs us about the impact of multiple streams on
performance as well as how we can implement user grouping. Then we study the network
planning problem when U > N , determining the user limit and the optimal configuration
of Tu, Sd, and Su for a given system setting and radius. We end the section by providing
some useful insights into how MNOs could operate FWA networks.
3.5.1 System and Channel Settings
We adopt the 3GPP rural macro (RMa) path loss model [56], but assume that the MNO
installs the FWA antennas at each home, guaranteeing a LOS view between every home
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Table 3.1: System Parameters for Numerical Results
Parameters Values
Carrier frequency (fc) 3.5 GHz
Cell radius (R) {1500,2000,3000,4000,5000,10000}m
System bandwidth (B) {25,50}MHz
Number of sub-channels (C) {65,133}
Subchannel bandwidth (BC) 360 kHz
Number of time-slots per frame (T ) 20
Time-slot duration (TS) 0.5 ms
Maximum power of BS (Pmax) {40,80}W
Maximum power of home (PH) 400 mW
Total antennas at BS (MBS) {64,128}
Total antennas at home (MH) {4,8}
Minimum bit-rate in DL (MBRd) {15,30}Mbps
Minimum bit-rate in UL (MBRu) {2.5,5}Mbps
Minimum distance between BS and home (dmin2D ) 35 m
Effective antenna height at BS (hBS) 100 m
Effective antenna height at home (hH) 5 m
Adjacent antenna distance at BS (dBSa ) 0.5λ
Adjacent antenna distance at home (dHa ) 0.2 m
BS channel correlation coefficient (ϕBS) 0.4
Home channel correlation coefficient (ϕH) exp{−dHa /λ}
Noise power density (N0) –174 dBm/Hz
Noise figure (ζ) 9 dB
Rician factor (κ) N (7, 42) dB
and the BS. The BS transmits using a mid-band carrier frequency fc = 3.5 GHz. We
consider NR numerology 1 [18], which utilizes subchannels of bandwidth BC = 360 kHz
and time-slots of length TS = 0.5 ms. The frame has a total of T = 20 time-slots. We
will vary the number of slots allocated to the uplink Tu in order to determine the user
limit for a given system setting S. We consider system bandwidths of B = 25 MHz and
B = 50 MHz, which correspond to C = 65 and C = 133 subchannels, respectively3 [6].
The BS is located at the center of the cell and the homes are uniformly distributed
within a circle of radius R and a minimum distance of dmin2D = 35 m from the BS. The BS
3Due to the use of guard bands, the total number of subchannels does not scale linearly with the
bandwidth.
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Table 3.2: Tapped-Delay Line and Power Delay Profile [56]
Tap number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Delay td (ns) 0 51.33 54.40 56.30 54.40 71.12 190.92 192.93
%d 0.9209 0.0244 0.0144 0.0097 0.0048 0.0053 0.0128 0.0077
Table 3.3: SINR-SE Mapping Used for Practical MCS
SINR (dB) -6.5 -4 -2.6 -1 1 3 6.6 10 11.4 11.8 13 13.8 15.6 16.8 17.6
Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz) 0.14 0.22 0.36 0.56 0.82 1.10 1.38 1.78 2.25 2.55 3.10 3.64 4.22 4.78 5.18
antennas are at height hBS = 100 m and the home antennas are at height hH = 5 m.
We will consider several settings S, by varying the number of antennas at the BS
MBS, the number of antennas at each home MH, the BS transmit power Pmax, the system
bandwidth B (and hence, the total subchannels C), and the MBR in the DL MBRd and
UL MBRu for different cell radii R.
We summarize the parameters used in the numerical computations in Table 3.1. The
system settings that we vary are shown in braces {}. Unless otherwise specified, we use
the default values for the 3GPP RMa channel model found in [56].
Since each home is fixed, the channel coherence time is large; hence, we assume that
the channel coefficients are constant throughout the frame. A tapped-delay-line channel
model with D taps is adopted, where the channel matrix Gc,tk from the BS to the k-th






Gk[d] exp (−j2πτdc/C), (3.33)
where Gk[d] is the channel matrix of the d-th tap, which is constant throughout the frame
and has a normalized delay of τd. Note that the delay of the d-th tap td = τd/B, where
B is the system bandwidth. In our system, we utilize an 8-tap channel model, where the
value of td is given in Table 3.2 [56].






















where κk is the Rician factor and Hk ∈ CMH×MBS represents the LOS component from the
BS to the k-th home. βk denotes the large-scale fading channel coefficient, involving the
power attenuation and shadowing between the BS and the k-th home, which is determined
from the 3GPP RMa 3D path loss model shown in Table 7.4.1-1 of [56]. HG[d] ∈ CMH×MBS ,
d = 1, 2, . . . , D, is a random matrix whose entries are zero-mean i.i.d complex Gaussian
random variables with unit variance; and RH (resp. RBS) is the correlation matrix at the
home (resp. the BS) assumed to be the same for every home and to not change with time.
%d represents the normalized power of the d-th tap, and its value is shown in Table 3.2. In
terms of Hk, the LOS component from the m-th antenna of the BS, located at am ∈ R3,
to the n-th antenna of the k-th home, located at unk ∈ R3, is given by
hm,nk = e
2πj‖unk−am‖/λ, (3.35)
where λ = 3× 108/fc is the wavelength, and fc is the carrier frequency. Note that a LOS










BS, d = 2, 3, . . . , D. (3.36)
The BS and all homes are assumed to be equipped with uniform planar arrays (UPA)





antennas in both vertical and horizontal directions with identical spacing dBSa (resp. d
H
a ).
Following [55,58,59], we adopt the exponential correlation model, where the (i, j)-th entry
[R]i,j of the correlation matrix R is given by
[RBS]i,j = ϕ
|v(i)−v(j)|+|h(i)−h(j)|
BS , i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,MBS, (3.37)
[RH]i,j = ϕ
|v(i)−v(j)|+|h(i)−h(j)|
H , i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,MH, (3.38)
where 0 ≤ ϕBS, ϕH ≤ 1 denote the correlation coefficients between adjacent antennas at the
BS and between adjacent antennas at homes, respectively; v(m) and h(m) are the vertical
and horizontal indexes of the m-th antenna of the UPA. For the BS we set ϕBS = 0.4 [55];
for the homes, since the number of FWA antennas is assumed to be small, the antenna
separation dHa is large relative to λ and we set ϕH = e
−dHa /λ [60].
NR defines several MCS tables for the downlink and uplink [61], and the network and
User Equipment can switch from one table to another depending on the radio conditions.
In general, the relationship between the radio channel and the selected MCS is not stan-
dardized and is typically derived through system and/or link-level simulations [62,63]. For
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simplicity we use only one of the NR MCS tables in our system. The table we use supports
up-to 64-QAM modulation and is the table that would typically be selected for average-to-
poor channel conditions (i.e., for cell edge users in a rural environment). In NR this table
can be used for the DL and the UL (in LTE it was only used for DL) so we use it for both.
The corresponding SINR-SE mapping is shown in Table 3.3 [55,64].
For the MCS approximation in (3.16) we follow the results derived in [55] to approximate
Table 3.3 and set a = 0.648 and b = 0.5. Thus, the rate of the l-th stream of home k in
PRB (c, t) is approximated by






3.5.2 Understanding the Impact of Streams and Group Sizes
As a first step, we study the case where U ≤ N for L ∈ {1, . . . ,MH} and all U homes are
selected in each PRB, i.e., there is a single group of size U . This will provide insight into
how user grouping should be performed when U > N (basically, what we will show is that
using Sd = N = Su is not the right thing to do when U > N). We will also observe the
impact on the performance of limiting the number of streams to less than MH.
In this first numerical section devoted to U ≤ N , we set B = 25 MHz, C = 65 sub-
channels, MBS = 64 antennas, MH = 4 antennas, Pmax = 40 W, MBRd = 30 Mbps and
MBRu = 5 Mbps, which we refer to as the baseline setting in the remainder of the chapter.
We will study the impact of all the above parameters later. With MBS = 64 and MH = 4
we have N = 16; hence we examine the case where U ≤ 16. Also, the maximum number
of streams per home is MH = 4. We set Tu =
T
2
= 10 slots. Clearly, the results are very
dependent on the value of Tu as will be discussed at the end of this section.
For every U ≤ N , we generate Ω = 100 realizations. Each realization ω(U) corresponds
to a set U of U homes along with their channel matrices. We compute the effective channels
assuming L = MH streams are selected (recall that if L < MH the effective channels for the
existing streams will still be the same). For each ω(U) and each L we solve Pd(U ,Vd, L)
to obtain the power distribution that maximizes the minimum of the home rates, and
verify using the real MCS function whether every home receives a rate of at least MBRd.
Likewise, we solve Pu(U ,Vu, L) in the UL to confirm whether each home receives a rate of
at least MBRu.
In Figure 3.1, we plot the 95th percentile of the minimum DL user rate (among the
U homes) for different numbers of streams under the baseline system settings when the
radius is R = 1500 m and Tu = 10 as a function of U . The results in Figures 3.1a, 3.1b
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(a) 65 subchannels allocated
per home.










(b) 20 subchannels allocated
per home.










(c) 10 subchannels allocated
per home.
Figure 3.1: 95th percentile of minimum DL user rates for U ≤ N : Ω = 100, R = 1500 m,
B = 25 MHz, MBS = 64, MH = 4, Pmax = 40 W, MBRd = 30 Mbps, Tu = 10. The power
per PRB is Pmax
65
for all cases.
and 3.1c correspond to the cases where homes are allocated 65, 20, and 10 subchannels,
respectively. For all cases the DL PRB power is fixed, i.e., P dPRB =
Pmax
65
. We observe that
limiting the number of streams to less than MH is impacting the performance a lot. Indeed,
multiple streams can greatly improve the performance when U , the number of homes, is
small relative to N . However, as U increases, we begin to see the curves for different
numbers of streams overlapping, which indicates that PD is not selecting all streams, e.g.,
when U = 8, the fourth stream provides almost no benefit. On the other hand, the results
also make it clear that for certain numbers of homes, using too few streams could greatly
degrade performance, e.g., for U < 10, limiting the number of streams to one per home
could degrade performance by a factor of 3 to 4. Therefore, it is clear that the appropriate
number of streams is dependent on the selected number of homes. By using PD to perform
stream selection, we can automatically determine that number.
Figure 3.1a also shows that with MBRd = 30 Mbps and Tu = 10, we cannot guarantee
MBRd to every home for U = 14 or U = 16 even if they are allocated all the 65 subchannels.
On the other hand, Figure 3.1b shows that with 20 subchannels we can give 8 homesMBRd;
hence, to give 16 homes MBRd we could simply divide the homes into two groups and
give each group 20 subchannels. Thus, we learn that for U close to N , it might be better
to divide homes into groups and allocate a fraction of the subchannels to each group than
to select all homes at once and give them all of the subchannels.
These results also illustrate how grouping can be used to serve U > N homes. For
example, continuing from above, after allocating 40 subchannels across the first two groups
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(a) 65 subchannels allocated
per home.









(b) 10 subchannels allocated
per home.












(c) 5 subchannels allocated per
home.
Figure 3.2: 95th percentile of minimum UL user rates for U ≤ N : Ω = 100, R = 1500 m,
B = 25 MHz, MBS = 64, MH = 4, PH = 400 mW, MBRu = 5 Mbps, Tu = 10.
of 8 homes, there would be 25 unallocated subchannels remaining. Hence an additional 8
homes could easily be given MBRd for a total of 24 homes served. However, we are not
limited to 24 homes: Figure 3.1c shows that with 10 subchannels, 6 homes can be given
MBRd; thus with 65 subchannels total, we could instead form 6 groups of 6 homes and
give MBRd to a total of 36 homes.
We plot in Figure 3.2, similar results for the UL for U ≤ N with the baseline settings
when R = 1500 m and Tu = 10. In this case we look at subchannel allocations of 65, 10
and 5 in Figures 3.2a, 3.2b and 3.2c, respectively. Recall from (3.27) that the UL power
per PRB P kPRB is inversely proportional to the number of subchannels allocated to the
home. As was the case for the DL, the UL also benefits from multiple streams when the
number of homes is small.
For the UL, we also see that grouping is necessary to serve more than 10 homes, as we
cannot select U > 10 home at once and give them all MBRu even with 65 subchannels
(Figure 3.2a). We could easily give 16 homes MBRu by dividing them into two groups of
8 and giving each group 10 subchannels (Figure 3.2b), but we could also do the same with
5 subchannels per group (Figure 3.2c). The latter approach (5 subchannels) allows us to
serve many more homes in the UL simultaneously. Taking groups of Su = 8 homes and
giving each group 5 subchannels would enable 104 homes to receive MBRu. On the other
hand, in the DL, there is no group size Sd with which we could allocate all 65 subchannels
to the groups to give a total of 104 homes MBRd (in fact, our computations have shown
that the best we can do on the DL for Tu = 10 is to offer the MBR to 40 homes). Hence,




MBS MH B (MHz) C Pmax (W) MBRd (Mbps) MBRu (Mbps)
Baseline 64 4 25 65 40 30 5
Double bandwidth 64 4 50 133 80 30 5
Double BS antennas 128 4 25 65 40 30 5
Double home antennas 64 8 25 65 40 30 5
Double BS power 64 4 25 65 80 30 5
Half MBR 64 4 25 65 40 15 2.5
Table 3.4: System settings we consider. Parameters that differ from baseline are in bold.
Clearly, decreasing Tu would provide more resources to the DL, which would increase
the number of homes that can receive MBRd while the number of homes that can receive
MBRu would decrease. At a certain point, i.e., a certain value of Tu, the UL would become
the bottleneck.
3.5.3 Network Planning Results
Now our goal is to determine, for a given system setting S, the user limit U∗(S) as well
as a configuration V∗(S) that achieves that limit for a given radius. For this study we set
L = MH and allow PD to perform stream selection. In addition to the baseline setting,
we examine the impact from doubling the overall bandwidth B, doubling the number of
antennas at the BS MBS, doubling the number of antennas at the homes MH, doubling the
power at the BS Pmax, and halving MBRd and MBRu for different cell radii, i.e., R ∈
{1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 10000} (meters). Note that when doubling the bandwidth
the total BS power must also be doubled in order to maintain the same power per MHz.
The different system settings are summarized in Table 3.4.
We initially study the baseline system for |Ω| = 100 realizations. Using Algorithm 1,
we compute the number of subchannels necessary to offer MBRd and MBRu for 95%
of realizations for different group sizes and for Tu ∈ [1, 19]. Based on these results, we
determine the DL and UL user limits for the baseline setting and R = 1500 m, which we
plot in Figure 3.3 as a function of Tu. From the figure, we can see that the baseline setting
is able to offer the MBR on the DL and UL to 60 homes (i.e., U∗ = 60) when R = 1500 m.
This happens when T ∗u = 4, i.e., only 20% of the time-slots are given to the UL. This result
is achieved with the optimal group sizes S∗d = 6 and S
∗
u = 4 which are both much lower
than N = 16.
Now we conduct the same study for R = 5000 m (the other setting parameters are as
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Figure 3.3: DL and UL user limits for differ-
ent Tu: baseline setting with R = 1500 m.











Figure 3.4: DL and UL user limits for differ-
ent Tu: baseline setting with R = 5000 m.
R U∗(R) T ∗u (R) S∗d(R) S∗u(R)
1500 60 4 6 4
2000 42 5 6 4
3000 32 5 4 4
4000 22 6 4 2
5000 15 6 4 2
10000 3 11 2 1
Table 3.5: User limits for the baseline setting and different radii, with corresponding slot
configuration and group sizes required to attain limit.
per the baseline) and plot the results in Figure 3.4. We obtain U∗ = 15, T ∗u = 6, which are
achieved by S∗d = 4, S
∗
u = 2. Not surprisingly, the user limit is much lower (15) than the
one (60) for the original radius of 1500 m and the optimal group sizes are quite small.
In Table 3.5, we summarize the user limits and the optimal configurations achieving
these limits for the baseline setting for different cell radii. It is clear that the optimal
configuration is dependent on the cell radius. Furthermore, the advantage of user grouping
is clear: for R < 5000 m the user limit is always greater than N . Furthermore, for all
radii except R = 10, 000 m, the downlink is using more resources than the uplink (i.e.,
T ∗u < T/2). We observe also that for R = 10, 000 m the problem is infeasible for Su ≥ 2;
hence, we must resort to SU-MIMO, i.e., Su = 1.
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We repeat the same study for the other settings in Table 3.4. To reduce the overall
computations, we make the following observations a priori: (i) for the double BS power
setting, we may reuse the UL results from the baseline scenario because changing Pmax has
no impact on the UL user limit (problem Pu is not dependent on Pmax); (ii) for the double
bandwidth setting, for a given Vu = (Tu, Su) we may reuse n(Vu, L) (the subchannels
necessary to achieve MBRu) from the baseline (from constraint (3.27), the results of Pu
are determined by |Cu(Û)| and not by the total subchannels C); then we may use (3.31) to
recompute Uu(Vu, L) with the larger value of C.
We plot the user limits for each setting in Figure 3.5a as a function of the radius. We
observe that the user limit can be doubled when the bandwidth B is doubled, when the
number of BS antennas MBS is doubled, or when MBRd and MBRu are halved. Adding
antennas at the BS might be a solution when an operator is limited in the bandwidth it
has at its disposal. On the other hand, doubling the BS power Pmax alone only provides
a marginal increase to the total number of homes that can be given the MBRs. Counter-
intuitively, increasing the antennas at the homes adversely affects the number of homes
that can receive the MBR for small cell radii and does not improve it for large radii (the
reason for this is explained below).
In Figure 3.5b and Figure 3.5c, we plot the group sizes achieving the user limits in the
DL and UL, respectively. Note that, in the DL, the baseline, double bandwidth, and half
MBR settings achieve their user limits with the same DL group sizes at all radii except
R = 10, 000; in the UL, the baseline, double bandwidth, and double power settings achieve
their limits with the same UL group sizes at all radii. When MBS = 128 and MH = 4
we have N = 32 and, hence, we can form larger groups. Indeed, Figures 3.5b and 3.5c
show that this setting achieves the DL and UL user limits with larger group sizes than
the other settings. On the other hand, when MBS = 64 and MH = 8 then N = 8 and
fewer homes can be selected together. At the same time, up to 8 streams could be used
per home. However, as Figure 3.6a shows for the DL when Tu = 10 and 10 suchannels
are allocated per group, when U close to N users are selected simultaneously the effective
channel of most streams is so poor that PD selects only one or two streams and it is not
possible to give all users MBRd. In particular, if U = 6, less than 4 streams are selected.
In contrast, for the baseline setting (MH = 4) all 4 streams could be selected when U = 6
(Figure 3.6b). Thus, for the same number of subchannels that we could give a group of 6
homes the MBRs in the baseline case, we can only give the MBRs to a smaller group of
homes when MH = 8; hence, under this setting, the user limit is less than the baseline and
S∗d and S
∗
u are typically smaller as shown in Figures 3.5b and 3.5c, respectively. Note that
when R = 10, 000 m, for all settings except the one where MBS = 128, the problem is only
feasible if we treat the UL as SU-MIMO (i.e., with the UL configuration Su = 1).
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(a) Absolute user limits.









(b) Optimal DL group sizes.









(c) Optimal UL group sizes.
Figure 3.5: Absolute user limits and group sizes required to achieve the limits.
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(a) MH = 8, N = 8










(b) MH = 4, N = 16
Figure 3.6: Minimum DL rates for U ≤ N when MH = 8 and MH = 4. For both
cases, Ω = 100, R = 1500 m, MBS = 64, Pmax = 40 W, MBRd = 30 Mbps, Tu = 10, and 10




3.5.4 Insights for Network Operation
The network planning results provide the user limits (i.e., the maximum number of homes
that can be given the MBRs) for different system settings S as well as the configurations
V necessary to attain those limits. To obtain these results we assumed every home was
always active; however, typically, even if an MNO has U∗ homes subscribing to its FWA
service in a given cell, the number of active homes U would be less than the limit U∗ most
of the time. The results obtained through the network planning study above can yield
information about how the network should be operated when U < U∗, i.e., should the
configuration remain the same and equal to what we call in the following the “planning
configuration” V(U∗) = (Tu(U∗), Sd(U∗), Su(U∗)) at all times or should it change depending
on U?
This question is linked to the following one: if many configurations are U -feasible,
which one is the best? This, of course, depends on an additional criteria defining “best”.
We decided to use the sum-rate (averaged over the 95% realizations that we keep) as that
criteria. For example, in Figure 3.7, we show the DL and UL sum-rates that can be attained
when U = 30 homes are active under the baseline setting and R = 1500 m. Each point
in the plot corresponds to the U -feasible configuration providing the largest sum-rates on
the DL and the UL for a given Tu. From this data it is clear that different configurations
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Figure 3.7: Achievable sum-rates for U = 30 homes for the baseline setting when R =
1500 m. The rate achieved by the optimal configuration V(U∗) (where U∗ = 60) is shown
with a ×.
can provide different performance on the DL and UL. Moreover, for U = 30 there exist
U -feasible configurations that can provide better sum-rates than V(U∗) both on the DL
and the UL. To determine which configuration is best, we need to decide how much weight
the MNO gives to the DL and UL sum-rates. Let α be the DL weight, and define the
weighted sum-rate for U ≤ U∗ and a configuration V as
WSR(α, U,V) = α× SRd(U,Vd) + (1− α)× SRu(U,Vu) (3.40)
For U = 30, the baseline setting and R = 1500 m, if α = 0.5 (resp. α = 0.75), the best
WSR is 1352 Mbps (resp. 1860 Mbps) which is attained with Tu = 5 (resp. Tu = 3) while
if we had used the configuration obtained via planning (i.e., to enable U∗ = 60), the WSR
would have been 1144 Mbps (resp. 1548 Mbps). We found that using a configuration for
a number of active homes U ≤ U∗ could yield performance of up to 30% better than with
the planning configuration depending on the values of U , α and the radius among other
things.
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Figure 3.8: Achievable sum-rates for U = 8 homes for the baseline setting when R =
5000 m. The rate achieved by the optimal configuration V(U∗) (where U∗ = 15) is shown
with a ×.
We repeat the analysis for the baseline setting for R = 5000 m and U = 8 (U∗ = 15
for this setting and radius) and plot the sum-rates that can be achieved for different Tu
in Figure 3.8. In this case there are fewer configurations that are U -feasible, and less
configurations that can improve upon V(U∗) both for the UL and the DL. Indeed, for
α = 0.5 (resp. α = 0.75) the best WSR is 447 Mbps (resp. 603 Mbps), which is attained
with Tu = 7 (resp. Tu = 5), whereas V(U∗) yields a WSR of 413 Mbps (resp. 561 Mbps).
At this radius the performance improvement due to choosing a better configuration for
U ≤ U∗ is limited to 8%.
From these results, we learn that by adapting the configuration to the number of active
homes, we might provide noticeable performance improvements to homes, especially if the
radius is not too large. In the past, dynamic resource sharing in TDD systems was not
practical, and TDD-LTE systems were typically statically or semi-statically configured.
However 5G provides significantly more flexibility in this regard, making it possible to
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change time-slot configurations frame-to-frame [20]. This flexibility is designed to make it
possible for operators to serve diverse, sometimes conflicting user requirements, e.g. DL-
heavy eMBB vs. UL-heavy mMTC, but as our work shows, such a scheme could also be
used to dynamically operate the network based on the number of active homes. Dynamic
TDD could create interference challenges between neighbouring cells and there is ongoing
research in this area [21,22], however this interference should be easier to manage in rural
environments.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have studied the problem of planning a rural 5G-TDD MU-MIMO net-
work operating in the 3.5 GHz band to jointly provide broadband services (and minimum
bit rates) in the DL and UL to FWA homes. Since we considered the rural context, we
assumed inter-cell interference was low, and thus considered a single cell; furthermore we
assumed the environment to have a strong LOS component. We adopted block diagonaliza-
tion precoding and combining, which eliminates inter-user and inter-stream interference,
equal power allocation per subchannel in the DL and in the UL, and a practical MCS
function based on 3GPP’s 5G NR specification.






of antennas at the BS to the antennas at one home) and showed that multi-antenna FWA
homes benefit from using multiple data streams. Moreover, we showed that dividing homes
into static groups with fixed subchannel allocations ensures many more homes can be given
the MBR than selecting close to N homes at the same time. Next we studied the case
where U > N . Since the system is TDD, determining the maximum number of homes that
can be given MBRs jointly in the DL and the UL would require solving the DL and UL
problems many times for different numbers of homes U , different group sizes, and different
slot configurations. To simplify this process, we developed a procedure to determine the
DL and UL user limits for a given time-slot configuration and a given group size. Under
this procedure we analyzed the impact of user grouping on the DL and UL user limits for
different time-slot configurations and determined the absolute user limits for a number of
different system settings at different cell radii. Finally, we provided some insights on how
networks can be dynamically operated to provide DL and UL MBRs to FWA homes.
The tools that we have developed and the results that we have obtained can help MNOs
decide if introducing FWA for fixed broadband is profitable, i.e., if the user limits are large
enough to warrant the implementation of that service. Furthermore, the results can help
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In this thesis we examined how the rural FB digital divide could be solved by taking
advantage of the already high level of cellular coverage in rural communities and deploying
5G FWA to deliver high quality FB services to homes.
In Chapter 2 we provided an overview of the new features in 5G that will be of benefit
to solving the FB digital divide, particularly in the FWA context. We reviewed new
enhancements that 5G brings to the access, backhaul, network edge and core network.
Then we identified a number of open research challenges that remain to be solved so that
5G networks can be appropriately planned and operated to provide robust FWA services
in rural communities.
Next, in Chapter 3 we focused on a few of the problems raised from the previous
chapter related to planning and operating a rural 5G network to provide MBRs to FWA
homes jointly in the DL and UL. In particular, we looked at the case of a single TDD MU-
MIMO cell operating in the 3.5 GHz band with a strong LOS component, assuming block
diagonalization precoding and combining, equal power allocation per subchannel, and a
practical MCS function based on the 5G NR specification. We first studied the problem
with a small number of homes to understand the impact of streams and user selection on
performance. We learned that (i) homes can benefit from more streams when we select the
right number of homes together, and (ii) to give every home the MBRs it is essential to
divide them into groups instead of selecting all homes at the same time. Next, we applied
our lessons learned about streams and user grouping to study the planning problem with
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a large number of homes at different cell radii and with different network settings, such
as the bandwidth, power, or number of antennas. Here, our goals were to determine the
maximum number of homes that could be given the DL and UL MBRs based on the
network settings, and to understand what user group sizes and time-slot configurations
were necessary to achieve those limits. We developed a process to more easily determine
the user limits based on finding the number of subchannels required to achieve the MBR
for a given group size and slot configuration. Lastly, we applied the results learned from
the planning study to network operation and showed that the weighted sum-rate of the
DL and UL rates given to homes can be improved by up to 30% by dynamically selecting
the group sizes and slot-configuration based on the number of homes that are active in the
cell.
4.2 Future Research Directions
In Chapter 3 we made a number of assumptions (explicitly or implicitly) to make the
problem more tractable. In this section, we discuss how the problem would change if some
of those assumptions were relaxed, as well as some potential future research directions.
4.2.1 The Case Where the Backhaul has Limited Capacity
It was implicitly assumed that the backhaul has infinite capacity and is not a limiting factor
when planning the cell. If, on the other hand, the backhaul has limited capacity, it could
impact how quickly the DL buffers are filled at the BS (due to finite queues elsewhere in
the backhaul) and could also limit how quickly UL buffers could be emptied at the homes;
hence, even if homes demand the same volume of DL or UL traffic, the possible rates
that can be given to each home might differ due to uneven buffer levels. For this reason
weighted fair queuing (WFQ) would need to be implemented in the backhaul to fairly
distribute traffic among each home’s buffer. The WFQ implementation must account for
every cell sharing a backhaul, so even though BS scheduling is performed per-cell, WFQ
must be performed per-backhaul hop, i.e. taking into account homes from possibly many
cells at the same time.
To account for the backhaul we can check if the user limit U∗ when every user is given
the MBRs exceeds the backhaul capacity. Thus if Cbkhd and C
bkh
u are the capacities of the
















In general, MWP2P links are FDD and divide the bandwidth equally between DL
and UL [24], but depending on the state of the queues in the network, the instantaneous
capacities in each direction could change from frame to frame.
4.2.2 Overhead of CSI for MU-MIMO
To perform BD precoding and combining we assumed that the base station has perfect
knowledge of the CSI. CSI estimation is obtained through the transmission of pilot symbols
in the UL and DL, which occupy a certain number of OFDM symbols of overhead per frame.
Thus, in practice, there is a percentage of the frame dedicated to overhead that cannot be
used for data transmission. In MU-MIMO systems orthogonal CSI pilots are required for
every active home (i.e., homes have distinct pilots), hence the total CSI overhead scales
relative to the number of active homes [65,66]. Hence, as more and more homes are added
to a massive MIMO cell the ratio of PRBs used for data transmission will diminish relative
to those used for CSI estimation. Thus, the real user limit would be lower than predicted.
CSI pilots are only needed for the homes scheduled in the same coherence block, and
in the context of this problem, since homes are fixed the coherence time is expected to
be large (several frames or longer). Thus, we expect there to be one coherence block per
frame, and hence we may assume that we only need one pilot per home per frame.
4.2.3 User Grouping Strategy
We grouped homes together arbitrarily without consideration of their location or channel.
However, smarter user grouping strategies that aim to maximize the effective channel
resulting from the precoding and combining process could make it such that more homes
could receive the DL and UL MBRs concurrently. If CSI overhead is also considered, smart
grouping strategies can further be adopted to reduce overhead by reusing pilots for homes
with similar channels [42]. This is particularly applicable if we consider the fact that in
practice homes might be distributed in clusters rather than randomly scattered throughout
the cell.
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4.2.4 Planning the Network for Heterogeneous Services
Operators might offer different MBRs to different homes under different FB packages.
To address this, problems Pd and Pu would require additional constraints of the form
λk ≥ MBRk,d and λ′k ≥ MBRk,u, which respectively consider the DL and UL MBRs
of home k. The difficulty with this assumption is that it prevents us from adopting the
simplified approach we used to compute the user limits in this thesis. User limits would
then need to be computed using brute force techniques.
We might also consider the presence of mobile users, which are typically provided
non-MBR (i.e., best effort) services. If we approached the problem by grouping mobile
users with homes, we would have to account for the fact that the mobile users’ channels
change throughout the frame, hence precoding and combining would need to be performed
per-PRB instead of per-subchannel. If instead we determine at the outset that FWA
users will only be grouped with FWA users and that they will always receive a certain
minimum amount of the bandwidth, then the user limits can be computed as we proposed
in Chapter 3.
4.2.5 Impact of mmWave Spectrum
Our study was conducted using a 3.5 GHz mid-band, which we believe is better suited
for rural applications than mmWave; however, some authors have suggested that rural
FWA services could be provided using mmWave [8, 13, 14]. Although mmWave channels
would experience much greater path loss under the cell radii that we considered, it is
expected that operators could compensate for this with larger system bandwidths, since
there is a much greater availability of mmWave spectrum. Hence, if we were to augment
our study to include mmWave we would repeat the analysis with a larger bandwidth and
larger number of subchannels. mmWave also uses different NR frame numerologies than
mid-bands [7,18], resulting in wider subchannel bandwidths and shorter slot durations (the
frame length is still 10ms; hence, there are more slots in a frame). 3GPP’s rural channel
model is defined the same for mid-bands and mmWave bands. For mmWave we might also
need to consider whether more antennas or higher transmit powers are necessary at the
BS or homes. Overall, conducting a similar analysis for mmWave would not change the
problem formulation.
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